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NEW QUESTION: 1
A colleague has asked you if vCenter can be used to manage
Horizon View virtual desktops and desktop pools. How should you
respond?
A. You should never use vCenter to manage your virtual
desktops, only View Administrator
B. You can use vCenter to manage your virtual desktops, but
only if you use the Web Client
C. You cannot use vCenter to manage you virtual desktops
D. You can use vCenter to manage your virtual desktops if you
install the View plugin
Answer: D

Explanation:
Reference:http://www.messaging-virtualization.com/?p=3039

NEW QUESTION: 2
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NEW QUESTION: 3
An increasing number of multinational companies have adopted
formal multilateral netting systems for which of the following
reasons?
A. To facilitate management of foreign exchange exposure
B. To improve check clearing times
C. To standardize payment routes and banking channels
D. To eliminate duplicate payments to vendors
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Vision Corporation is a semiconductor discrete manufacturing
organization. It has its own manufacturing and distribution
centers located globally.
It has these operating units:
US - USA operating unit
CAN - Canadian operating unit
UK - UK operating unit
MX - Mexican operating unit
IND - India operating unit
SPA -Spain operating unit
FRA - France operating unit
NL - Netherlands operating Unit
GER - Germany operating unit
These are the inventory organizations that exist in each
operating unit:
Inventory Org - Operating unit

-------------------------------------------VC (Master Org) - US
US1 (Child Org) - US
US2 (Child Org) - US
CA1 (Child Org) - CAN
MX1 (Child Org) - MX
IN1 (Child Org) - IND
SP1 (Child Org) - SPA
FR1 (Child Org) - FRA
NL1 (Child Org) - NL
GE1 (Child Org) - GER
Which two statements are true? (Choose two.)
A. Master organization VC cannot be shared across operating
units.
B. Items cannot be assigned to inventory organizations across
operating units.
C. Items defined in VC organization can be assigned to US1,US2,
NL1, and MX1 inventory organizations.E.Items defined in VC
organization can be assigned to US1,US2, NL1, and MX1 inventory
organizations.
D. All inventory organizations do not need to be in the same
operating unit to assign items.
E. All inventory organizations do not need to be in the same
operating unit to assign items.
F. You can define an item in IN1 inventory organization and
assign it to GE1 inventory organization.D.You can define an
item in IN1 inventory organization and assign it to GE1
inventory organization.
Answer: D,F
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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